UCCA Humanitarian Aid Update #15

As of June 17, 2022
We are grateful to the Miami Dade county for their generous donation to UCCA of 5,000 pieces of body armor, and the city of Stark in Florida for their donation of vests and helmets.

Thank you, Dwight Hewett, for your leadership on this donation!
UCCA continues to fund Life-saving IFAKs... with over 10,000 delivered...
UCCA thanks the volunteers from Prudential who helped pack our 7th container of humanitarian aid.

This 40' container heading to Ukraine is filled with orthopedic items (wheelchairs, walkers, crutches), medical & first aid supplies, and even a little bit of diapers!
UCCA delivers communications equipment headed to the frontlines...
UCCA-funded Surveillance Drones

Continue to be delivered – to Kharkiv and beyond...
Medical aid delivered near Bakhmut, Donetsk Oblast
THANK YOU!!!

Sincere thanks goes out to Governor Phil Murphy and his team for arranging a full-service warehouse for our community to use in Harrison, New Jersey. We are grateful that UCCA had the opportunity to collect, store and distribute vital humanitarian aid from the first weeks of Russia’s brutal war against Ukraine through the end of May!
UCCA Aid delivery acknowledged & thanked